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This popular text combines a thorough introduction to the singing process with an anthology of 60

songs. While offering a clear introduction to the basic workings of the voice and methodical

voice-building techniques, the text takes a holistic approach, reflecting the view that the study of

singing helps students develop greater self-awareness of body and mind. Piano accompaniments of

the songs included in the anthology are provided on the companion CD.
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As a novice singer in our community chorale, I was looking for a book that would review the basics

(I sang in high school groups long ago) and teach me things to help me keep up with the near

professionals in this group. The beginning section was an asset with lessons on breathing, sight

reading, techniques for practice and many other valuable subjects. The last 2/3 of the book contains

songs that have been around for years that provide opportunities for further practice. I would say

this is a good book to use when wanting to review or learn the basics. It was recommended by my

voice teacher.

This book is a must have for the singer of any goal- at home or on stage. It explains how your body

works in relation to singing, and includes exercises to get your tone resonating crystal-clear. If you

buy one book on singing, this is it. It even has a wide selection of songs inside!



great info, standard songs. very useful classic information... wish it had come with the cd, but am

borrowing classmate's. good.

Even if it is not a latest edition, it is fine to use. of course page number is different. it was really clean

and nice status.

I'm really enjoying this book. I use it for my singing class and I think it's a good book for beginners to

use.

I bought a brand new book, but it was used, had someones name in it. Disappointed

Enjoying the challenge of the class for which this is the text
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